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↘︎The Challenge & Brief

Design a smart 
mirror application 
instead of using 
native camera app. 

This app will be used by teen girls who aged 
between 13-19 and company wants selling 
their latest beauty product without 
distraction.

It should provide latest mobile OS 
requirements to the developer can 
integrate easily.



↘︎The Concept Process

1.Define the target group 

2.Ideation 

3.How system work

4.The user flow (IA)

5.UI’s and interaction design of Smart Mirror



1. Define the Target Group

The teens who are aged between 13-19 are 
usually high-school student or freshman at 
the university.

Most of them grew up with tech and they 
own high-end mobile products. Thus 
millennial kids already familiar when any 
application release.

Some of them trying to getting used to do 
makeup and learn how to use makeup 
products from bloggers or media platforms 
such as Youtube, Instagram or else.

 



2. Ideation

The app will be provide to learn the teens’ makeup 
tutorial steps directly showing indicators on their faces 
with AR when the user using the Smart Mirror app. 

Furthermore, the app lets to see the popular product 
at end of makeup tutorial. Thus, the user will get 
know which is useful and the best-seller one without 
any distraction.

 



3. How system work

Face recognition using AR
and Machine Learning The indicators Listing the best products

Face recognition for tutorials 
that aims to let the user learn 
basic makeup  tricks directly on 

their faces.

See basic indicators of daily 
makeup products such as; 

eyeliner, foundation, lipstick, 
eyeshadow etc.

Products will be sorted by
latest trends, most used and

most suitable for teenage girls.



4. User flow of Smart Mirror

CAMERA SCREEN

Lights

Tutorials

Zoom indicator

Select light

Select a Product

Tutorial 
Steps

Last Step

Flash

Outdoor light

Swipe Down

Tap: pop up 
on screen

Tap

Tap: Next

Products Listing 
Page

Product
Detail

Redirecting to the
shop page

See best 
products

Tap: 
Product

Tap: 
Buy options

Tap: Back

Tap: Back



5. UI and Interaction Design

Light Zoom Tutorials

100%9:41 AM

The 
person'
face

1.1
Flash alternative 
for places where 
light changing 

1.2
Zoom up to 4x

to see little details

1.3
Learn how to makeup
with AR&ML systems

Front Camera 
Screen

1.Main page



Light Zoom Tutorials

100%9:41 AM

Exit tutorial

Back

Step 3 

Allow dry before blinking. And it’s

all done!

See best eyeliners

100%9:41 AM

X Beauty

Liquid Eyeliner

$10

X Beauty

Pencil Eyeliner

$7 X Beauty

Gel Eyeliner

$11

X Beauty

Liquid Eyeliner

$9

The handpicked eyeliners for you

100%9:41 AM

Back to Mirror

The handpicked eyeliners for you

100%9:41 AM

Back to Mirror

X Beauty

Waterproof liquid eyeliner

Liquid Eyeliner

COLOR: Black

PURCHASE FROM

Amazon $10

$9

$9

etos.nl

bol.com

 Powder

Pick what you’d like to apply

Lipstick Eyeliner Mascara

100%9:41 AM

Step 1 

Use liner to make small 

dots along the lash line.

NextBack

Exit tutorial

100%9:41 AM

Exit tutorial

NextBack

Step 2 

Connect the dots. Rest elbow on 

a table for a steady hand.

100%9:41 AM

1.Main Page

1.3.3 Eyeliner Applying Steps 1.3.4 Products Listing Page 1.3.5 Product Detail Menu

1.3 Tutorials Menu 1.3.1 Eyeliner Applying Steps 1.3.2 Eyeliner Applying Steps
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Thanks for watching.

feyza okumus intern application assignment for MediaMonks

For portfolio & resume feyzaokumus.com 


